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2nd Women's Convention & Celebration of the
International Women's Day

The 2nd Women's Convention & Celebration
of the International Women's Day was held on
16/03/2014 at Puduchery. The joy and
happiness was palpable at the venue Hotel
Royal Park, Puduchery, which was bristling
with women comrades from the morning.
Lady Comrades from all over Tamil Nadu
started arriving by various modes of
transports. By 10.30 a.m., there were more
than 300 women comrades and the Chief
Guest, Ms. Sudha Sundararaman and the
special guest Com. K. M. Satpathy reached the
venue. The SBIOA (CC) flag was hoisted by
the Chief Guest Ms. Sudha Sundararaman

amidst thunderous slogans 'SBIOA (CC)
Zindabad' ranting the air.
After the traditional prayer, Com. A
Ravichandran, Regional Secretary, Chennai
Zone II welcomed the gathering. Com. D
Suresh Kumar, President delivered the
presidential address. Speaking on the
occasion, the special guest Shri K.M.Satpathy,
Dy. General Manager and Circle Development
Officer said that the Bank also has been
celebrating the International Women's day by
conducting medical camps at various centres.
He said that all good things happen because of
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women and asked them not to be contended
by being the reason behind man's success, but
to come forward and make success their own.
Children have to be taught to respect women,
which will eventually change the society, he
said. He also acknowledged the contribution
of women Officers to the growth of the Bank.

fight for their rights. The popular perception
that number of women getting employed in
the organised sector is on the rise is a myth;
statistics says that it is rather declining.
However, women are increasingly coming out
to occupy public space in all walks of life which
creates a lot of ripples and naturally behind
every successful women there is a surprised
man. She also referred to the moves of the
Government to privatise Banks and warned
that if it happens, all the rights that Bankers
have got through decades of struggles will
simply be taken away in a short while. Both
men and women and all the workers joining
together to fight in unison shall bring success,
she said.

The Chief Guest, Ms Sudha Sundararaman
delivered the Women's day message by quoting
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” Constitution provides the right
to equality, but women are subjugated by
combination of factors set by a male
dominated patriarchal society. Even after
getting elected, they are prevented from
occupying their seats in the elected bodies like
Com. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev, the
Panchayats. Women are being dominated and
General Secretary started his address with a
we should not treat unequals as equals and
song depicting the status of women in society
therefore various concessions, reservations
referring particularly to the infanticide of
etc. are required to uplift women. The
female children even today. He conveyed the
enormous amount of hard work women put
request of Smt. Varsha V Purandare, the Chief
up by multi tasking and the menner with which
General Manager of the Circle to the Lady
they manage their family with shoe string
Officers to participate in the Pinkathon
budgets are difficult to emulate. Crime against
(Marathon only for women) that will be held at
women is on the rise and the roots of crime
Chennai on the 13th April 2014 to create
have to be addressed politically, economically,
awareness about Breast Cancer. He also read
socially and culturally. Property right to
out a message
received from Com. Y
women is only in paper as it is not happening
Sudarshan, the General Secretary of AISBOF
and women are branded as witches when they
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who has also been elected as the President of
AIBOC recently. In his message Com. Y.
Sudarshan congratulated Chennai Circle for
the 2nd women's convention and conveyed
his good wishes to the lady Officers. Com.
Franco also said that he had received
messages and calls from many lady comrades
conveying their inability to attend due to the
multi tasking they do and their good wishes for
the convention. He referred to the separate
chapter on demand for women employees in
the charter of demands submitted for the 10th
Bipartite negotiations. Soft transfer policy for
lady employees is very much required in view
of the multiple responsibilities they carry out at
home and office. Child care leave as provided
to the Central Government employees with
pay and without losing seniority should be
extended to lady Officers. In the last CNC
meeting, the Circle Management has agreed to
give priority to provide security to vulnerable
branches headed by Single lady Officer. The
social deprivation of rights and independence
to women can be gauged from the fact that
only 18% of the Bank accounts are held by
women. The Association will continue to fight
for ameliorating the condition of lady officers,
he said.

Blic , a great volunteer lady from Belgium who
has been helping the poorest through “Le
Volontariat” founded in 1962. It helps everybody
in need: babies, children, old people, sick
people etc.
Dr Saroja Sundararaman, a recipient of the
Seva Ratna Award from the Chennai based
Centenarian Trust for her contribution to
women's education was also honoured.

More than 175 special children with various
disabilities are taken care of by Satya Special
School, Pondichery. The convention contributed
Rs. 25,000/- (Rs.15,000/ collected from lady
comrades at the venue and Rs. 10,000/
contributed by the Association) towards the
cost of artificial limbs to one of the special
children from the School.
The morning session came to an end with
Com. S Santhi, the first lady Zonal Secretary of
SBIOA(CC) representing Kancheepuram
Zone delivering the vote of thanks.

Social welfare activities are always undertaken
by the Association to mark such occasions.
The Convention honoured Madelaine De

In the evening session which started at 3.00
p.m. lady comrades from all the modules
performed many colourful cultural events
including dances, villupattu etc. Later, resolutions
including 5 days week, regulated working
hours etc. were passed and the celebrations
came to an end with the National Anthem.
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NATIONWIDE STRIKE OF
2 DAYS BY UFBU

•The Bank employees are yet to catch the
salaries they are getting as per 6th pay
commission report.
•There is steep rise in the CPI inflation and the
salaries in absolute terms have also been
eroded. Consumer price index has already
increased by 1501 numbers over 4440 which
was prevailing on 01/11/2012 i.e. the level at
which IBA has agreed to merge the DA with
basic pay.

“Let the workers organise, let the toilers
assemble, let the crystallized voice proclaim
their injustices and demand their privileges.
Let all thoughtful citizens sustain them, for the
future of labour is the future of the country”
John L. Lewis
Bipartite Negotiations for settlement of wages
has long been a protracted affair in the
Banking Sector. Every Bipartite settlement is
the result of struggles and sacrifices. Therefore,
it is not new that the 10th Bipartite
negotiations has been going on for more than
a year and yet it seem like walking in a dark
tunnel with no light visible thus far. But there is
anger brewing in every Bankman and
determination written large in every action.
Earlier UFBU had called for a strike on
January 2oth & 21st which was deferred after
the Indian Bank Association (IBA) increased
its initial offer to 9.5% from 5% with a promise
to improve it further.
However, at the discussions on Jan 27, the IBA
increased its offer by just 0.5 % to 10 percent,
which was rejected by the UFBU. It has been
seeking an increase of 30 percent on the
grounds that

• The productivity per employee, the business
per employee and branch and profitability of
the public sector banks have increased many
folds.

The wage revision is pending since November
2012.
The injustice being done to the workers in the
Banking Industry is dawning upon everyone
particularly when media reports declare that
Government gives mandate to the 7th Pay
Commission to revise salaries of Central
Government Employees though it is due only
in January 2016. There is also talk that 50% D
A will be merged with Pay which will raise the
salary by 30% at one stroke.
It is also a known fact that in the past, on an
average, after every pay commission salary of
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the Central Government Employees increased
threefold. Employment in the Banking
Industry which was once considered as next to
the Civil Services, lucrative and privileged has
steadily been losing much of its sheen ever
since the implementation of the Pillai
Committee recommendations in 1979.

the last few years are furnished below:Year

Gross Profits

Employee cost

Provision for
bad loans

2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13

76,945 crores
99,981 crores
1,16,337 crores
1,21,917 crores

41,415 crores
54,964 crores
57,452 crores
64,130 crores

18,036 crores
29,830 crores
38,177 crores
43,102 crores

The amount of bad loans written off by Banks
and the beneficiaries of such write offs for the
last few years are not on the radar of the
Government. The table below shows the
written off amount.
(Rs.in crores)

Meanwhile, Finance Minister P. Chidambaram
said the profit of banks cannot be used only to
enhance salaries because there are other
obligations. "I will appeal to employees and
officers of banks to recognise that banks
profits, banks earnings have other claims.
While claims of officers, staff and employees
must be duly acknowledged, and a fair and
just (wage) settlement is arrived at, there are
other claimants to banks' profit," he said.
The truth is that wages as % to total expenses
has come down over the years. The table
below indicates the declining % of wages.
Year
31/03/2008
31/03/2009
31/03/2010
31/03/2011
31/03/2012

% of Wages
14.66
13.88
14.79
17.50
13.72

The employee cost as against the gross profits
earned by Banks and the provisions made for

Year

PSBs

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
TOTAL

9,189
8,019
6,966
11,185
17,794
15,551
27,013
95,717

Old
Pvt Banks
610
724
616
884
682
671
863
5,050

Foreign
Banks
590
1,334
3,350
6,238,
3,083
1,646
855
17,096

All Banks
11,621
11,654
15,995
25,019
23,895
20,892
32,218
1,41,294

In all, the statement by the Finance Minister is
so abrasive that he has failed to appreciate the
genuineness of the demand by the Bank
employees even though he is aware of the
abysmally low wages prevailing in the Banking
Industry.
It was only such short sighted callous attitude
of the Governments in the past that stopped
recruitment for 12 long years in the PSBs. As a
result, experienced Human Resources in the
PSBs at senior level is a scarce commodity.
The prevailing low wages in the Industry and
the continuous indifferent attitude of the
Government will drive out meritorious new
talent.
It is in this backdrop that the two day's UFBU
(United Forum of Bank Unions) took place on
10.02.2014 & 11.02.2014 opposing the
proposed banking sector reforms and
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demanding immediate revision of wages.
Over a million bank officers and employees
working in 27 Public Sector Banks including
State Bank of India, 12 private and 8 foreign
banks and Regional Rural Banks jointly struck
work. Massive demonstrations were held on
both the strike days at all the big centres across
the country.
Banking operations like deposits, withdrawals,
loan processing and cheque clearances were
affected. All over the country about 10 crore
cheques worth Rs.7,40,000 crores could not
be cleared. In Chennai alone about 90 lakh
cheques worth Rs.64,000 crores could not be
processed in clearing on the first day of the
strike. More ATMs ran dry without cash

replenishment on the second day. Govt.
transactions, foreign exchange transactions
and money market operations were affected.
All RTGS (Real Time Gross Settlements)
involving clearing of payments with banks
were also affected.
UFBU said it called the strike as the discussions
on wage revision have been very tardy since
the last one year.
Besides the pending issue of wage revisions,
the UFBU is also opposing banking reforms
like privatisation of banks, mergers, issuing
new bank licenses to corporate houses, rising
non-performing assets and related aspects.

STATE BANK OF INDIA OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION INSTITUTE
Mercantile Plaza, II Floor, 229, NSC Bose Road, Chennai-600 001. Ph.: 044-25340226, Fax-044-25261013
Email: sbioainstitute79@gmail.com, Visit us in www.sbioainstitute.com

The Institute will be conducting classes for Banking Recruitment Examinations
from the 2nd week of April 2014 (12.4.2014). The details are as under:-

Classes for Banking Recruitment Examinations
Eligibility

Those who are eligible to write Banking Recruitment Examinations (POs or Clerical).

Details regarding Classes The classes will be conducted on Saturdays 9.00 am to 12.00 noon and Sundays from 2.00 pm to 5.00 pm
Subjects

Quantitative Aptitude, Logical Reasoning, English General Knowledge (with special reference to Banking Industry)

Fees (Monthly)

Rs.4500/- (Rupees Four Thousand Five Hundred Only) Per Month.

Materials

Books will be supplied by the Institute

Mock Interview

Classes for interview will be conducted every Saturday from 2 pm to 5 pm

Interested eligible candidates are requested to send application containing the following details with a
Draft / Cheque for Rs.4500/- drawn in favour of SBIOA Institute, Chennai. :1. Name
4. Postal address
2. Date of Birth
5. Mobile No
3. Educational qualifications
6. e mail-id
7. Local Cheque / D.D. No., Date, Issuing Bank & Branch.

Dr. S. Vijaya

D.Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev

Course Director

Executive Director
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MEMBERS' MEET FOR
SENIOR MEMBERS
“We cannot live only for ourselves.
A
thousand fibres connect us with our fellow
men” - Herman Melville
As a new initiative, for the first time in the
Circle, a members meeting for senior members
of SMGS IV & V was held at our Mercantile
Plaza, Chennai on 15.02.2014. Members
started arriving at the venue from 4.30 p.m.
onwards. Soon, the venue was filled with the
senior members of the Association who built
this Organisation from brick to brick.
Com.R.Balaji, Regional Secretary of Chennai,
Zone-I welcomed the gathering. He appreciated
the contributions made by them for the
vibrancy of the Association.

Com. D. Suresh Kumar, President, SBIOA
(CC) in his address said that Chennai Circle
has always been in the forefront in fighting the
injustices and the many battles we have won to
protect the interest of our members has made
the rest of the country look at us with envy.
However, the recent strikes by UFBU has seen
some of our senior members not participating
in the strike. He requested the members to
come out frankly why they stayed back during
the strike days and what prevents them from
participating in the organisational action

programmes. He advised them to come out of
the fear zone as no harm can occur to anyone,
if all of us stand united. Being a leader, we
should not permit our militancy to get diluted,
he said.
Com. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev, General
Secretary of SBIOA(CC) thanked the
members for the large gathering, which
exhibited how they hold the Association close
to their heart. It was a grand display of Unity
and Solidarity.
He reminded the members of their
contribution in building the
Association
through various struggles and sacrifices. You
have played a role through the different wings
of the Association that have been doing
wonderfully well in taking care of the welfare of
our members. The educational trust of our
Association has received accolades and
appreciations from all over the country. The
Co-op thrift society, Co-op stores, Cultural
wing, Women's wing, Sports wing etc. take
care of the welfare of our members in different
fields. Unity Enclave- Our Housing Project is a
unique project attracting the national
attention. Our legal endeavours in quashing
the charge sheets issued to the President &
General Secretary of our Association for a
demonstration against 7 day banking reestablished the Trade Union right to hold
peaceful demonstrations guaranteed under
Article 19 of the Constitution of India. The
sinister move of the then Chairman of the
Bank to discontinue the Check off facility was
successfully resisted by our Circle Association.
It also brought him back to his senses from the
high pedestal of power by making him appear
before the Honourable High Court of Madras
for contempt of court proceedings. Comrades
from all over the country were effusively
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thanking our Circle Association for the valiant
efforts, he said.
Com. Franco said that the Association has
been playing a pro-active role in the career
development of our comrades by publishing
books on day to day banking . The gateway to
promotion and the 'you should know' series of
circulars guide members for their promotions
and make them aware of various systems and
procedures of the Bank.
He shared his concern about the cost cutting
measures taken by the management some of
which are hindrances in the performance of
officials. He referred to the alternative
measures suggested by the Circle Association
through its letter to the Federation to take up
the matter with the Corporate Centre.
Wage revision talks are under way and much
head way has not been made as the
Government has become indifferent to the
demands of Bank employees. Ever since the
Pillai Committee recommendations in 1979,
we have been losing ground as far as wages
are concerned. We should strive hard and fight
with vigour and valour against the growing
inequality in wages. For the successful strike
demanding wage revision UFBU called for a
nation wide two days strike. Your General
Secretary wrote individual letters to all Scale IV
& V officers requesting them to be part of the
agitations.
Management has been issuing letters to
Officers asking them not to participate in
Strikes from the days of Shri Talwar as
Chairman. He clarified that there is no truth in
the rumour that Officers who participated in
the strike were transferred out of the Circle. He
said, Truth is different, some of the Officers
transferred to audit department opted for it

and the remaining were selected on various
other parameters such as age etc. Is it possible
for the management to transfer all the officers
who participate in strike that too a genuine
strike for wage revision, he asked. It is
guaranteed that for a collective action
individuals shall not be held accountable.
Com. Franco explained IBA's demand to
implement cost to company, variable pay,
medical insurance scheme in place of the
existing medical reimbursement scheme and
it's effort to restrict negotiations up to Scale III
level. We have vehemently opposed ab initio
such proposals. Some sections say Scale IV &
V officers are not taken care at wage revisions.
The Association has always ensured fair
distribution of the wage bill. The following
table indicates the % of benefit during the 9th
Bipartite Settlement.
Grade

JMGS

JMGS 1

MM II

SM IV

SM V

Min. Increase in %
Max. Increase in %

18.7
14.9

14.1
15.9

14.8
15

21.5
22

22.0
23.5

One can easily understand the fairness with
which the matter was settled.
Chennai Circle Association salute the
members for their co-operation and
participation in the activities of the Association
and appeal the senior members to be part of all
our struggles to march ahead towards glory.
Members then expressed their feelings and
said that they want very much to be part of the
Association. We were really feeling bad to
remain in Office, when our comrades were
fighting for our cause. Our hearts and minds
were with the Association though the fear
psychosis created earlier made their physical
presence at Offices. Even transfers will not
dither us from our participating in the strikes,
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they said. The meeting has restored our
confidence. Frequent unit meetings and
communications were also demanded by
members.
General Secretary Com. Thomas Franco
Rajendra Dev clarified various issues raised
by members. The mood of the present
management is entirely different from the
previous one. No victimisation would be
thought of for the strike at industry level and
that too for the cause of wage revision. He
allayed the apprehension of some members
about the marking in service sheets their
participation in strike. He said such things had
never happened and would never happen as
strike is a fundamental right guaranteed by the
constitution of India.
Com. A. Ravichandran, Regional Secretary,
Chennai, Zone II reassured members and ask
them to be with the Association they built. He
thanked them for the large number of
attendance.
“There are constant cycles in history. There is
loss, but is always followed by regeneration.
The tales of our elders who remember such
cycles are very important to us now” Carmen
Agre Deedy.

4th ANNUAL SPORTS MEET 2014
AT MADURAI
The Fourth Annual Sports meet of our
Madurai Module was inaugurated by Com. V.
Seetharaman, Regional Manager, RBO IV
Zonal Office, Madurai at our SBOA
Matriculation and Higher Secondary School,
Nagamalai Pudukottai, Madurai on
16/02/2014, Sunday at 8.00 a.m.

Com. V. Seetharaman, Regional Manager,
Region IV, Madurai delivered the inaugural
address after hoisting the sports flag. In his
inaugural address, he praised the Association
for the various activities. He said that physical
exercise will give relief from the stress and
strain our Officers undergo each day by
narrating a small story. He remembered his
active involvement and work in establishing a
school by our North East Circle Association at
Guwahati. Around 100 officers including their
family members enthusiastically participated
in the various events held on that day.

On 02/03/2014, Sunday final events of the
Sports meet were held. Around 200 officers
including their family members participated in
various sports activities. The Prize distribution
function was arranged in the Open Air
Auditorium. Com.J Joseph Stalin, Deputy
Regional Secretary welcomed the gathering.
Regional Secretary Com.R Sethu delivered
the Presidential address. The Chief Guest Shri
G S Narasimhan, Deputy General Manager
delivered the special address. He said that the
Association should think of conducting the
Sports meet twice in a year. He hailed the
Association for the establishment of schools
and providing such vast play grounds. He
gave away the prizes to the winners. Com.A
Senthil Ramesh, Zonal Secretary, Madurai
Zone II delivered Vote of thanks.
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FIELD OFFICERS' WORKSHOP
AT COIMBATORE

development of members . He congratulated
the Coimbatore Association for the efforts
taken to fill up the knowledge gap in the very
vital area of Advances. Com. G Selvaraj,
Regional Secretary, Coimbatore Module who
made the introductory speech quoted various
live disciplinary cases to make the members
understand the necessity to follow systems and
procedures. Com. D Thomas Franco Rajendra
Dev, General secretary congratulated the
members who have gathered in large numbers
to make use of the opportunity and the
Coimbatore Module Office bearers for the
planning and execution of the workshop.

The dynamic nature of banking requires
everyone to be current and update his/her
knowledge and skills level constantly to save
his position and secure the interests of the
Bank. This is more so when one is entrusted
with the position of Field officer. The
Association has been playing a very proactive
role in equipping our comrades with job
knowledge in various areas through the
publication of 'You should know' series of
circulars.
There has been many requests from our
members to hold a workshop for Field Officers.
Com. G Selvaraj, our Coimbatore Module
Regional secretary has been planning for the
workshop for quite sometime. It was thus
arranged at Coimbatore on 02/03/2014 and
held at SBIOA Mat. & Higher Secondary
School. 90 members attended the workshop
on the day.
Com. K. Rajaram, Dy. Regional Secretary,
SBIOA (CC), Coimbatore Module welcomed
the participants. Com. N Balakrishnan,
Regional Manager, Region 4, Coimbatore
inaugurating the workshop said that the
Association is more than a mother in taking
care of the physical, social and career

Thereafter a session on P Segment Advances
was handled by Com.
K. S. Narasimhan,
Chief Manager, Coimbatore branch. He
explained the processing, sanctioning and
following up of P Segment advances. The
legal aspects of execution of documents was
handled very lively by Com. Chitra Nirmala,
Chief Manager, Law, AO Coimbatore. Com.
Sowminarayanan, Chief Manager (Rural), RII, AO, Coimbatore handled a session on
Agricultural advances. He stressed the
importance of pre sanction and post sanction
inspections and proper follow up of loans.
Com. C. Manickam, Chief Manager, SARB,
Coimbatore had conducted the session on
SME advances. The concept and importance
of Financial Statements, Analysis of Balance
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Sheet, Various ratios, processing of proposals
and following of SIB Advances etc were clearly
explained by suitable power point
presentation to the participants. Com. T. R.
Prasanth, Asst. Manager, RACPC, Coimbatore
explained the LOS processing of HTC in
detail.
Com. Senthi Kumar T, Dy. General Secretary
stressed the importance of KYC compliance
and congratulated Com. G. Selvaraj and the
Module Office bearers. Com. M Asok,
Regional Secretary, Tiruchirapalli Module
complimented and congratulated the
members and gave tips to avoid customer
complaints.
In the open session, Com D Thomas Franco
Rajendra Dev, General Secretary clarified
members' queries and explained various
aspects of credit management. He appreciated
the participants for their interests and
involvement in participating in the Field
Officers workshop and advised them to follow
the systems and procedures meticulously to
safeguard them. Our General Secretary has
also narrated the latest developments on Wage
Revision for the information of our members.
Com.R.Rajavelu, Zonal Secretary, Coimbatore
Zone I delivered the vote of thanks and
members who attended the workshop
expressed their gratitude and thank the
Association for the workshop.

AIBOC 10TH TRIENNIAL
CONFERENCE

The 10th Triennial Conference was held on
March 8th to 10th 2014 at Trivandrum. To
commemorate the International Women's day
a seminar on 'Marginalisation of women in
work place' was held at Olympic Auditorium,
Thiruvananthapuram on 08/03/2014. The
seminar was inaugurated by Prof. T.N.Seema,
member of Rajya Sabha and State Secretary
of All India Democratic Women's Association,
Kerala and the topic of the seminar
was presented by noted Malayalam writer
Ms. K. R. Meera. Mr. R. Radhakrishnan, well
known intellectual and activist of Kerala
Shastra Sahithya Parishad moderated the
discussion.
At 5.00 PM a massive rally started from Asaan
Square, Palayam, Thiruvananthapuram to
Nishagandhi Auditorium, the venue of the
inaugural session. The inaugural session
started with prayer at 6.30 pm. The venue
was filled with enthusiastic delegates from all
over the country and members from various
places.
Com. M. Harshavardhan, President, AIBOC
presided over. The mayor of Trivandrum
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Adv. Chandrika K. was the patron. In her
address she said that the conference should
deliberate on issues concerning women
workers and work towards changing the
prevailing conditions to that of paradise. The
Guest of honour, Com A K Padmanabhan,
President, CITU inaugurated the conference
by lighting the traditional Kuthuvilakku along
with other dignitaries and leaders on the dais.
Com.A.K.Padmanabhan in his special address
said that AIBOC fights not only for it's
members but also fights on issues that affect
the common man and the country. UFBU is
another unique forum which consists of
officers and Award Staff unions where AIBOC
plays a vital role.
In the globalised scenario every aspect of our
life is commercialized. Women's day also is
commercialized and the real issues affecting
women, particularly working women are not
taken up. Commercialisation has converted
even the safest places as the most dangerous
places. If we fail to take up the issues affecting
women, it will be difficult to mobilize all the
workers. We, the working men have a special
responsibility to protect the interests of
working women and the AIBOC leadership
should initiate steps for that.
The Government's policy now seems to be, 'it
is not the business of the Government to be in
business'. Privatizing and working for the
benefit of private sector have become the
policy of the Government. Under such
circumstances, we need to protect the public
sector character of Banks. The eagerness of
the Govt to help private sector can be gauged
from the urgency with which RBI is moving to
issue Banking licence to the Private sector,
even when the model code of conduct for the

general elections has become effective
throughout the country. The ultimate aim of
the Govt seems to privatize the entire Banking
Sector.
Globalisation has brought in some
development but the total impact is negative.
The policies especially are against the workers.
It is because of these anti workers policies that
all the 11 Central Trade Unions across the
political spectrum have joined together since
Sept. 2009.

Workers don't want to go on strike losing their
salaries. But there is no other option before
them. After the two days strike on 20th & 21st
Feb 2013, on 17th May 2013 the Prime
Minister said that the demands of the Central
Trade Unions are the demands of the people
and some of the issues were seriously being
considered. But unfortunately nothing
happened.
The right to form a Trade Union is a hard won
right. But today, the Private Sector and
multinational companies say that they will not
let the workers form a Union. There have been
many struggles in Maruthi, Hyundai and other
companies demanding the right to form a
union. There are oppressions everywhere. I
remembered attending the demonstration held
by the Association at Janter Mantar, Delhi.
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ILO conventions 87 guarantees the right to
form associations and 98 deals with collective
bargaining. India is a founder member of ILO
and a permanent member of the governing
body.
Yet it has not satisfied the ILO
conventions 87 & 98. The idea mooted by
IBA to restrict negotiation upto scale III level in
the Bipartite negotiations is an effort to deny
the right to collective bargaining.

failed to redeem the pledge taken at the time of
independence. He decried the wrong policies
of the Government and referred to the
decision of the Government to issue new
licenses to private sector Banks as something
that will affect the common man. He recalled
what had happened to the Global Trust Bank
and how it was merged with the Oriental Bank
of Commerce.

The policies that affect the workers have to be
changed. Change of individuals will not help
change the policies. Corporates are projecting
individuals as the panacea for all the ills. But
only a shift in policies will protect the workers
not individuals. The elections are round the
corner, whoever comes to power, workers
need to fight to get their dues. Keep the
powder dry as there will be many battles ahead
to win your rights, he concluded.

On 9th March 2014, the delegates session was
held at AKG Memorial Hall, Trivandrum. The
hall was overflowing with delegates as
Com. Harvinder Singh read out the General
Secretaries report for the triennial period
2010-2013. In the afternoon on 10.03.2014
and on 11.03.2014 there were deliberations
on the General Secretaries repor t.
65 delegates spoke on the report including
Com. T. N. Santhanakrishnan, DGS,
Com. A. Ravichandran, Regional Secretary,
Chennai 2, Com. R. Balaji, Regional
Secretary, Chennai 1 and Com. A.V. Joseph,
Dy.Regional Secretary, Chennai 1. Thereafter
Com. Harvinder Singh replied members to the
various points raised by them.

General Secretary Com. Harvinder Singh said
that AIBOC is an apolitical organization, but
we have some political agenda. Today, there
is a multi pronged attack on Banks. The
mantra now is sully the image, damage the
reputation, be indifferent to the problems of
workers in the Banking industry and provocate
them, divide workers and brand the Banks as
inefficient. The policies of the Government are
decided by the representatives of world Bank,
who are firmly entrenched in key policy
making bodies such aas RBI, planning
commission, advisor to PM etc. The NPA
problems haunting the Banks today are the
result of the wrong policies followed by the
Government. He said that we have to fight for
our causes and to be successful we will have to
make the common man aware of the wrong
policies of the Government.
In his presidential address, Com. Harsha
vardhan M. Said that we as a nation have

The election of Office bearers for the triennial
period 2014-17 was a smooth affair.
Com. Y. Sudarshan was elected as President,
Com. Harvinder Singh as General Secretary,
Com. D. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev as
Joint General Secretary and Com. D. Suresh
Kumar as Dy. General Secretary. All the office
bearers were elected unanimously.

Donate Organ
Save Life
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71st Circle Negotiation
Council Meeting
The 71st CNC meeting of our Circle was held
at LHO, Chennai on 24/02/2014. It was
Chaired by Smt. Varsha Purandare, Chief
General Manager of the Circle.
Most of the issues such as fitment, increment,
personal allowance, halting allowance,
Travelling allowance, medical bills ,
officiating allowance etc. were settled at the
respective Regional Negotiation Councils
which were completed before the CNC.
Pending cases were taken up with the DGM
& CDO in the pre CNC meeting held on
23/02/2014 and we were assured that the
pending cases would be settled at the
earliest. List of pending issues were handed
over to the CDO who agreed to follow it up
with the modules.
We produce the gist of the discussions held
on 24/02/14 as under for the information of
the members.
Mrs. Varsha Vasant Purandare, Chief
General Manager expressed her concern
over the general trend in the business
development, NPA, profitability etc. She
referred to the persisting NPA levels of the
Circle, the depleting income on ATM
acquired transactions and the rising number
of complaints being received from
customers. She asked the Association to
impress upon the members to focus on the
above areas and improve the Circle position.
She asked the Association particularly to
convey to the members to concentrate on the
following points.

R To exercise better NPA control and stop
fresh slippages.
R Look at Holiday period accounts
carefully and monitor NPA accounts.
R Date of the collateral value has to be
checked to avoid slippage.
R Follow up Lok Adalat accounts where
recovery is due.
R Control Costs and collect Government
commission correctly.
R Increase non- interest income and
recover income leakage pointed out in
RFIA.
R Render better customer service and
avoid complaints.
Com. D. Suresh Kumar, President of our
Association referred to the difficulties being
faced by Officers on account of late meetings
being conducted by the controllers and the
rude treatment meted out to them by the
controllers. The issue of shortage of Officers
and disproportionate punishment also were
referred to.
Com. D Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev,
General Secretary referred to the great
success of the the Lok adalats conducted in
the Circle. He said that withdrawal of
retainers from Regional Managers and credit
intensive Branches is not helping the cause
o f c u r t a i l i n g N PA s a n d b u s i n e s s
development. It should be ensured that there
should not be any setback to the image of the
Bank in the eyes of the public. He also
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referred to the letter addressed to the
Federation which was circularized
vide circular No. 8 dated 13/02/2014 by the
Association. He requested to give this feed
back to the Corporate Centre.
He also referred to the Bank's decision to
reduce ceilings on expenses incurred on
purchase of mobile phone and call charges.
The inadequate maintenance of the
outsourced ATMs also was brought to the
notice of the CNC. He requested to consider
reduction in number of service years for
becoming eligible for the next promotion as
was done earlier once.
He referred to the recent Central Negotiating
Council meeting , where it was pointed out
that the standardization of medical expenses
on the basis of rates prevailing at Mumbai is
not correct as the rates sent by the Circle
were arrived after comparing the rates
prevailing at many of the hospitals at
Chennai. He asked the Circle to take up the
pending issue and arrange for an early
solution. The following matters were also
discussed:Issue of revised fitment sheet

Security
Bank is ready to recruit adequate security
guards, but unfortunately there are not
enough applicants.The security position of
vulnerable Branches with single Lady Officer
shall be reviewed and wherever required
guards shall be posted.
Single Officer Branches
MM III incumbency branches with
predominant loan portfolio shall be given
priority for posting an additional officer.
ATM Nodal Officers
After reviewing the position adequate Nodal
officers shall be posted.
VVR Checking
Issues relating to VVR checking such as
checking of system generated transactions,
Forex related transactions etc. would be
taken up with Corporate Centre.
Assistant Manager (s)
Attachment of one Assistant Manager (S) to
more than 2 Branches shall be reviewed.

Revised fitment sheet shall be issued to
Officers who unfortunately are punished
with details such as original basic, reduction
of basic w.e.f. date, postponement of
increment up to which period, rate of
restoration of original basic etc.

Efforts will be taken to construct additional
quarters at Ooty. The Association will get the
approval from the authorities when the
proposal is submitted.

Furniture maintenance allowance

Problems In Biometric System

The issue has already been taken up with
HRMS and they would be paid. (Since paid).

Problems in Biometric System to be taken up
with the Corporate Centre.

Welfare Measures - Officers Quarters
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Loan eligibility

Retainer Vehicles
The DGMs have been empowered to look
into the issue on case to case basis.

Clerical Staff
Rs.20 lakhs

Monitoring of CSPs
Wherever necessary Assistant Manager
Specialists, who are monitoring the CSPs will
be provided with vehicle for inspection.

Communications with the
Federation
Text of Letter No.ORG/15/2014 dated
12.02.2014
The General Secretary, AISBOF,
65, St. Marks Road, Bangalore-560 001.
Dear Comrade,
Please refer to our letter no.ORG/02/2014
date 04.01.2014 attaching the circular
issued by Indian Overseas Bank officers
Association and also the discussions we had
with the Deputy Managing Director and
Corporate Development Officer.
I am
enclosing herewith copy of Indian Overseas
Bank Circular No.138 of 2013/14 dated 5th
February 2014 enhancing the staff housing
loan. The salient features are
If husband and wife are working in the same
bank they can get a combined eligibility.
Rate of interest is - 5% per annum
(simple)
upto Rs.1,10,000/8% per annum (simple)
upto Rs.30,00000/-

- Supervising Staff
Rs.30 lakhs

Sub staff - Rs.14 lakhs
Those who have availed loans recently can
avail the difference of enhanced quantum,
where the holiday period is not yet over.
Please take up the issue immediately with
the Corporate Centre and request them to
enhance our housing loan to Rs.50 lakhs. If
IOB, a smaller bank in the Public Sector
could get the clearance from the
Government for enhancing the housing
loan, our Bank, which is the largest bank in
the country, should be able to get a better
deal for our officers and employees.
With warm greetings,
Comradely yours,
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY
Text of Letter No.ORG/16/2014 dated
13.02.2014
The General Secretary, AISBOF,
65, St. Marks Road, Bangalore-560 001.
Dear Comrade,
Cost Cutting Exercise in our Bank
As a responsible organisation, our
Association and the Federation have always
been suggesting to the Bank to reduce
wasteful expenditure.
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During the tenure of the previous Chairman
crores were wasted on conclaves,
advertisements, court cases and on foreign
travel for senior executives. While we are
glad that the Bank is attempting to reduce
expenditure, the efforts taken are not in the
interest of the Bank, its image and the
functioning of the field level officers
including Regional Managers. So, we suggest
the following which may please be taken up
with the Corporate Centre.
Major Areas where cost cutting can be
done:
Advertisements
O u r B a n k d o e s n o t re q u i re a n y
advertisement for opening of accounts
whereas even today advertisements are
published in major news papers in the front
pages and also in most of the magazines
which will definitely cost crores of money for
the Bank. During the last financial year, the
former Chairman kept advertisement bills
pending so that the profit can be shown high.
Atleast now the Management should stop
advertisements. With quality service the
crores of customers will be our ambassadors
for which the staff have to be motivated.
Incentives
Crores of money is given as incentives
especially to the Senior Executives though
they do not contribute directly for the
business. Nobody knows who is getting how
much. Crores of incentives is also given for
cross selling through SBI Life Pleasures and
through foreign travels. This has to be
curbed and made transparent.

Expenses on Court Cases
The Bank is even now paying lakhs of money
to advocates including to Shri Harish Salve
in the Supreme Court, to fight cases against
its own employees. Lakhs of money is also
spent towards travelling and halting
expenses for officials to attend these court
cases. Through negotiation with the
Federation all these cases have to be closed
immediately. Similarly many cases with
customers can be closed through dialogue or
arbitration.
Out Sourcing
Out sourcing of cleaning and maintenance of
premises was given to some agencies during
the period of the previous Chairman. The
cost went up 4 to 5 times, than the normal
expenses. For example the cost in one
administrative unit went up from Rs.1 lakh to
Rs.4 lakh per month without any
improvement in the quality of services. The
same persons who were doing the work
became contract employees of the
outsourcing agency getting the same salary
but the expenditure of the Bank alone went
up. In one Branch the cost went up from
Rs.5000 to Rs.25000/- and the person who
was working full day doing messengerial and
cleaning works. Now works only in the
morning and evening leaving the branch
without any messenger support. An
immediate review of this outsourcing can
reduce the expenditure.
Conclaves & Review Meetings
Throughout the month review meetings are
conducted for various purposes making the
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Branch Managers to leave the branches
which affects customer service and the
officials are not able to concentrate on the
business. During the tenure of the previous
Chairman, these conclaves and reviews were
held at lavish hotels and crores of money was
wasted. Though this has been reduced now,
the number of review meetings can be
reduced further and most of it can be done
through video conference, skype and audio
conferences. This will reduce expenditure
and also give opportunity for officials to
concentrate on the business.
Reduction of Electricity Expenses
All our offices should close by 6 p.m. at the
latest. As Mr. Narayana Murthy of Infosys
wrote once sitting late does not improve
productivity. By doing this the electricity cost
can be reduced to a great extant. The Bank
should also recommend 5 day week.
Rent
We have lot of premises which are under
utilised. This can be put to optimum use
which will reduce our expenditure on rent.
For example in Chennai Circle we have a
huge property in SBLC Perambur, Under
wood gardens, old SBLC Nagapattinam,
Chennai Main Branch etc. All our LHOs and
Administrative Units also have adequate
land and space which can be utilised better.
This will reduce expenditure on rent.
Reduction in postages
A large number of our clients have email.
Similarly we have emails for all offices and
employees but still we keep sending so many

letters and reports by post. This can be
reduced by using the email facility optimally.
Stop frequent shifting of premises
Very often our premises are changed,
especially the processing centres. This leads
to huge expenditure, which can be curtailed.
Where we should not cut cost
Vehicles
All of a sudden vehicles have been drastically
reduced making even Regional Managers to
travel by Scooter to the Office. This brings
down the image of the Bank and the lesser
mobility leads to poor follow up. The
vehicles are also financed by our Bank and
we do don't use them repayment will go
down and by next year all these car loans will
become NPA. Many Branch Managers and
Field Officers are ladies and they require
vehicle for inspection.
Food Expenses
Suddenly we have stopped supplying tea /
coffee to even customers which will affect the
image and business of the Bank.
Staff expenses
The staff are the real assets. It appears there
is a move to reduce facilities given to staff
and also not to enhance any facility. This will
lead to demoralisation, which should not be
allowed.
Danger of the present exercise A fear
psychology has been created among the
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officers and staff that the Bank is going to run
in to a loss. This may reach even the
customers. The young staff may look for
greener pastures. If the image goes down
once it will take a long time to regain. So we
request you to address these issues to the
corporate centre at the earliest.
With warm greetings,
Comradely yours,
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY
Text of Letter No. ORG/20/2014 dated
20.02.2014
The General Secretary,
AISBOF
No.65, St. Marks Road,
Bangalore-560 001.
Dear Comrade,
REDUCTION OF MONTHLY CALL
CHARGES OF MOBILE BILL AND
WITHDRAWAL OF THE SECOND
MOBILE
The mobile phone facility was introduced by
the Bank to take care of the growing
communication requirement to contact
customers for business development, follow
up loans and meet other Official purposes
such as contacting various functionaries
when away from Office and home. A
uniform policy for provision of mobile
handsets cost of the hand set and call charges
was introduced in the year 2011 vide
circular no. CDO/P&HRD-PM/82/2011-12
date 12/11/2011.

Purchase of a second mobile hand set to
TEGS VI and above was also permitted
vide the above referred Circular. The facility
of second mobile hand set to all Officers was
extended vide Circular no. CDO/P&HRDPM/113/2011-12 dated 27/03/2012 to
enhance the effectiveness of various
functionaries.
It is unfortunate that the Bank has chosen to
strike at very vital areas which will adversely
affect the Bank in the coming days. It is
pertinent to note that Bank has already
withdrawn retainer vehicles from many
Branches including Branches which are
credit intensive. This has started to affect the
quality of supervision and control over the
loan portfolio of Branches. Moreover, it has
also created enormous stress on the Officers
as they are more concerned with effectively
monitoring the loan portfolio, which has
become extremely difficult in the absence of
retainer vehicles to monitor the loan
accounts.
Mobile phone is one of the facilities used
extensively by Officers for business
development and monitoring and follow up
of loan accounts by making personal calls
and sending SMSs. In this connection, it is to
be noted that a uniform ceiling on call
charges was first introduced in 2011 vide the
circular dated 12/11/2011 referred above. It
is relevant to note that even when the second
mobile hand set was introduced, the ceiling
on call charges remained the same and no
additional expenditure as call charges on
account of the second mobile hand set was
incurred by the Bank. The details are
furnished below:
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Ceiling on monthly
Call Charges with
single mobile hand set

Ceiling on monthly
Call Charges with
two mobile hand sets

Vide Circular No.
CDO/P&HRD-PM/82/
2011-12 dtd.12/11/2011

Vide Circular No.
CDO/P&HRD-PM/113/
2011-12 dtd. 27/02/2012

JMGS- I

500

500

MMGS-II

600

600

MMGS- III

700

700

SMGS- IV

800

800

SMGS- V

1000*

1000*

TEGS- VI

No ceiling

No ceiling

Officers’
Grade

For Officials of SMGS- V grade holding
positions of Regional Managers, Head of
CPCs and other budgetary assignments, the
ceiling on monthly call charges will be Rs.
2,000/- p.m.
It is a matter of grave concern that the
Management is withdrawing a facility
extended with much fanfare saying that the
family members of our Officers can at least
contact them over phone when required,
when their presence could not be ensured
due to pressure of work. It is relevant to note
that our Federation placed the demand for
the second mobile hand set much before it
was actually sanctioned. Thus, we have to
vehemently oppose the withdrawal of the
facility of second mobile handset.
While withdrawing the second mobile,
curtailing the ceiling on call charges to 50%
of the eligibility for single mobile has been
done presumably by assuming that the call
charges was doubled when the second
mobile hand set was sanctioned. While it is
evidently not so (refer the above table),
curtailing the charges to 50% of what was
available when Officers were provided with a
single mobile handset is to be taken up with

the Management immediately and restored
to the earlier level.
Incidentally, reactions and feedback from
members are that we should surrender both
the mobile handsets so that they will not be
disturbed at least after Office hours.
With warm greetings,
Comradely yours,
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY
Communication with the Management
Text of Letter No.ORG/17/2014 dated
15.02.2014
The Circle Development Officer
State Bank of India,
Local Head Office,
No.16, College Lane,
Chennai-600 006.
Dear Sir,
ONLINE VOUCHER VERIFICATION
I N C B S S Y S T E M G E N E R AT E D
TRANSACTIONS WITHOUT VOUCHERS.
Online Voucher Verification is one of the
comprehensive risk control systems
introduced by the Bank to prevent frauds,
and safeguard and protect the interest of
the Bank. It will serve it's purpose only if the
instructions are religiously followed in letter
and spirit. In order to have a meaningful
verification of the report, the instructions
have to be realistic to be followed.
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While verifying the VVR, the following
aspects are generally verified.
Availability of related vouchers.
Date, Account No., Name of account and the
Amount in words and figures on the voucher.
Signature of the drawer on debit instruments,
whether open or crossed instruments etc.
Whether the vouchers are passed by competent
authority as per the delegated powers.

entries will be put through. It is therefore
necessary to address the issue immediately,
so that a system that will adequately takes
care of the interests of the Bank is put in
place.
Yours faithfully,
Sd/(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY
Copy to:
The General Secretary, AISBOF, Bangalore.

It is therefore necessary that the availability
of voucher is the foremost necessity for a
meaningful Voucher Verification.
However, the Voucher Verification Reports
of each Branch have innumerable System
Generated entries which are not supported
by any voucher. For example, thousands of
such entries were there on the VVRs dated
10/02/14 and 11/02/14, which relate to ATM
related charges debited to ATM card holders'
accounts. In this context, it is not possible to
have a meaningful verification of such entries
as the basic requirement for the exercise
relevant voucher passed by competent
Authority is not available and the number of
entries to be verified by one Officer runs to
thousands. In this connection, instructions
regarding completing Voucher verification
by T+1 day also needs to be noted.
Please take up the issue with the Corporate
Centre to remove the system generated
entries from online Voucher Verification
report or issue instructions that these entries
need not be checked. As the Annual closing
approaches, more such system generated

SC/ST Welfare Association of Ne Circle has
opened a Guest House in Shenoy Nagar,
Chennai. Our General Secretary was the
Chief Guest for the function.

48th Annual General Meeting of
Bengal Circle
General Secretary Com. D Thomas Franco Rajendra
Dev attended the 48th Annual General Meeting of
the Bengal Circle Association held at Kolkatta on the
19th January 2014. Speaking on the occasion where
more than 4500 members participated, he explained
the dangers lurking on the young work force due to
the introduction of New Pension Scheme. He
reminded them of the economic slowdown of 2008
in USA which reduced the pension funds to Zero
value. He also informed them of the campaign for 5
day week we have undertaken by submitting
memorandums to MPs and said that more than wage
revision 5 day week is dearer to us.
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TRANSFER POLICY SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING
Every year a meeting of the transfer policy subcommittee takes place to discuss the modalities
for considering the Inter Module Transfer
Requests of JMGS I and MMGS II Officers. The
meeting to discuss the transfer requests for the
year 2014-15 was held on 1st March 2014 at
our LHO. The meeting was chaired by the
DGM & CDO Shri. K. M. Satpathy.
President, Com D Suresh Kumar, General
Secretary, Com. D Thomas Franco Rajendra
Dev, Vice President, Com. A Krishnan, Com. R
Balaji, Com.A.Ravichandran, Com. G. Selvaraj,
Com. R Sethu and Com. M Asok , Regional
Secretaries of Chennai I & II, Coimbatore,
Madurai and Tiruchirapalli respectively
represented the Association.
The existing and suggested policy changes for
the forthcoming annual transfer exercise were
discussed in detail. It was agreed that the
Module surrender list shall be finalized by April
1st week and posting shall be completed
before the first week of May 2014.

MEDIA SPEAK
Striking a chord
Workers everywhere are taking to the streets
- Jinoy Jose P,
(published in Business Line on February 20,
2014)
Surely, governments and companies are doing
something wrong.
This time around, you would have noticed it.
It impacted your purse, after all. The two-day

strike by more than 8,00,000 employees in
India's 27 public sector banks meant empty
ATMs, uncleared cheques and pending
transactions. A report said nearly 100 million
cheques worth nearly Rs 7,40,000 crore
stayed uncleared at around 50,000 branches.
The media went to town against the forever
demanding and lazy public sector bank staff.
But has anyone bothered to refer to unions'
circulars to understand why the employees
went on strike?
This was no flash strike. The decision was
taken well in advance and managements duly
informed. And a strike, if peacefully conducted,
is permissible under Article 19 of the Constitution.
Employees demanded a 30 per cent wage
hike. Their logic? India's public sector banks
earned a profit of Rs50,582 crore as on March
31, 2013. The Indian Banks' Association, with
whom bank employees are negotiating, was
ready for a 10 per cent raise. Employees said
that wouldn't even cover inflation. They want
the government and bankers to set apart at
least 10 per cent of the gross profits to meet the
wage demand.
Bank employees are not alone. About a week
ago, almost 1.3 million workers in about 40
central government departments went on
strike under the banner of the Confederation
of Central Government Employees and
Workers. The strike was the biggest of its kind
since 1968, say unions. Just a few weeks ago,
Railway employees too said they would strike
work.
Over the last 12 months, India has seen several
strikes. On February 20 and 21, 2013, the
country witnessed a general strike in which all
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the 11 central trade unions took part. The year
saw massive protest demonstrations most of
which were ignored by the media, barring
reports on traffic snarls and lost man-hours.
Trade unions, cutting across party lines, are
joining hands to protest against soaring prices,
hire-and-fire policies, cuts in social security
spends and pension reforms.
India is not alone. Thousands of workers in
Europe, Latin America, and even in the US,
where trade union activities are largely
muzzled (Wisconsin, in March 2011, passed an
anti-trade union law), are coming out on the
street in protest against similar policies.
There is something wrong with labour policies
across the globe. Governments and
companies must reflect on this.
Words of Wisdom
(Excerpts from the article, 'A Tribute- and a
promise-to SBI' by Shri Diwakar Gupta,
Managing Director (Retd) published in the
September 2013 issue of the Quarterly House
magazine “Colleague”).
COURAGE:
“Among all the leadership qualities, this is
perhaps the most important quality that will
give shape to your leadership quality. In my
career, I have seen many competent managers
who know what must be done but just do not
have the spine to express or enforce what is
right. If you can not be seen as someone who
can stand up for a right cause, you can not be a
good leader. So, if you believe in something,
don't let the fear of failure or harm stop you
from pursuing the right path.”

ATTITUDE.
“……We don't like to work for a boss who is
arrogant or ill tempered, even though he may
be the most efficient or competent person at
his job. We want to be treated with respect and
dignity. It then becomes our duty to ensure that
we do likewise.”

BANKING NEWS IN BRIEF
Private sector banks in India are at a greater
risk of losing their customers on account of
non-satisfactory services as compared to
public sector banks, due to non-satisfactory
customer services, says a study by technology
giant IBM.
The study further said that 41 per cent of
private banks customers transact with more
than one bank, versus 24 per cent of PSU bank
customers. Also, 86 per cent of the 41 per cent
customers of private banks possess accounts at
PSU banks as well, it added. Eighty-seven per
cent of the customers covered in the survey
said they have only one account with their
primary bank and only 58 per cent of their
investments lie with them.
IRDA asks SBI Life to refund Rs.275 cr to
policyholders
The Insurance Regulatory and Development
Authority (IRDA) has asked SBI Life to refund
Rs 275 crore of premium collected from
policyholders, which makes it the biggest
refund order in insurance history. IRDA said
that by positioning the scheme as a two-year
premium paying plan, the insurer was able to
pay 40% of the first year premium and 7.5% of
the second year premium as commission to
the bank. Had the single premium version of
product been offered to the policy holders, the
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actual commission payable would have been
only 2%. The regulator has said that by doing
so the insurer had committed three offences:
misrepresenting the nature of the policy,
paying excess commission to corporate agents
and not providing buyers with an informed
choice.

The mobile banking has been reflecting a
growing trend with the volume and value
increasing by 108.5 per cent - 53.3 million in
2012-13 vs. 25.56 million in 2011-12 - and
228.9 per cent - Rs. 59.9 billion in 2012-13 vs.
Rs. 18.21 billion in 2011-12, according to the
RBI.

Shri Atanu sen, the firm's CEO, however, said
that the insurer had not violated any norms
and that the order would be appealed to the
chairman of the IRDA.

State Bank of India has decided to hike the
minimum charges for cash deposit at nonhome branches by 400% to Rs 50 from Rs 10
in a bid to boost fee income and deter
unnecessary transactions at branches. The
new charges will become effective from March
8. The main aim is to deter many of our
customers who tend to use the closest
available branch for cash deposits instead of
using the cash deposit machines or depositing
at their home branch.

Public sector banks have reported fraud cases
of Rs 1 lakh and above amounting to Rs
6,174.83 crore till January during the 2013-14
financial year. For the entire 2012-13, such
cases had amounted to Rs 8,232.67 crore; Rs
4,069.80 crore in 2011-12 and were at Rs
2,606.01 crore in 2010-11.
29 cases of bank robbery were reported across
the country, amounting to Rs 681.55 lakh
(until April-September of FY14). Banks have
been advised from time to time to enhance
security arrangements at their branches and
ATMs. These include coverage of ATM sites by
CCTVs and ensuring adequate training of
security staff posted at ATMs.
Inspired by high mobile phone penetration in
the country, a Reserve Bank of India panel
suggested that customers should be allowed to
make payments at merchant outlets and
transfer funds using mobile numbers.
It also recommended that banks should simplify
system for mobile banking so that the facility
could be availed on any type of phone handsets
with suitable level of security. Limit of unsecured
transaction may be raised from the existing Rs.
5,000 to Rs. 10,000 depending upon bank's
security policy and internal risk management
control.

United Forum of Bank Unions (UFBU) called
for immediate action from the government to
rescue the crisis-ridden United Bank of India.
The bank is facing a crisis due to a sharp surge
in its bad loans and a weak capital base. Gross
non-performing assets (NPA) of the bank rose
to near 11% in the December quarter, while its
capital adequacy ratio, a key measure of the
capital position of a bank, is at the bare
minimum level of 9%. The bank has on its shelf
Rs. 5,524 crore as restructured loans, out of
which Rs. 4,815 crore are loans to large
corporate accounts.
The interim Budget brought some cheer to the
public sector banks with Finance Minister P
Chidambaram promising capital infusion of Rs
11,200 crore in these banks for 2014-15.
However, some bankers rued in private that
the amount provided for 2014-15 was not
enough and pointed out that it was lower
than Rs.14,000 crore allocated for 2013-14.
Country's largest bank SBI Thursday said the
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Rs 11,200-crore budgetary allocation for staterun banks' recapitalisation for FY'15 may not
be sufficient given the systemic credit growth
and migration to the capital-intensive Basel-III
framework. "The proposed provision of Rs
11,200 crore for capital infusion in public
sector banks may not be sufficient," State Bank
of India chief economic adviser Soumya Kanti
Ghosh said in a note. The Government has
proposed to infuse Rs. 11,200 crore into PSU
banks in 2014-15, much lower than the Rs.
14,000 crore it distributed in 2013-14. But
slowing loan growth and deteriorating bad
loans may actually increase the banks' thirst for
capital this year. Gross non performing assets
have gone up to 4.9 per cent of loans in
December 2013 from 4.2 per cent in June
2013. Some of the PSU banks are barely
meeting their capital requirements under Basel
III norms. According to RBI estimates, PSU
banks require close to Rs. 1,40,000 crore of
capital over the next five years. With the
Government's holding in PSU banks varying
between 55 and 82 per cent, it will need to
bring in Rs. 90,000 crore of this sum over five
years. Clearly, the Rs. 11,200 crore for this
year falls short.
State Bank of India may go slow on
recruitment during the next 2-3 years.
According to A. Krishna Kumar, Managing
Director, the bank will try to maintain the
employee strength at current levels even as it
keeps expansion programmes in mind.
“We will see the extent of people who are
retiring from the bank from all levels. So to that
(extent) we may look at replenishing that stock.
We will not try to increase. Right now, we have
2.23 lakh people working with us,” Kumar said.
By March 2014, the employee strength may
fall to 2.2 lakh, he said. “So we will try to keep

the figure constant between 2.2 and 2.23 lakh
over the next few years.,” Kumar told reporters
at a press conference. As per SBI, the head
count reduced by nearly 5,000 between March
and December 2013. For the first nine months
of the current financial year, SBI incurred Rs
17,225 crore towards staff expenses, up 35 per
cent over the same period last year.
State Bank of India reported a 34.21 per cent
fall in its net profit at Rs.2,234 crore for the
third quarter ended December 31, 2013,
against Rs.3,396 crore in the year ago period.
Staff expenses increased from Rs.4,351 crore
to Rs.5,867 crore, a year-on-year growth of
34.84 per cent “due to higher provisions for
salary and pension”. Deposits of the bank
increased from Rs.12,02,740 crore to
Rs.13,49,940 crore and Savings Bank
deposits from Rs.4,14,907 crore in March
2013 to Rs.4,65,833 crore in December 2013.
Further, net NPA increased to 3.24 per cent at
end-December 2013 from 2.59 per cent at
end-December 2012. The fresh slippage in the
third quarter was to the tune of Rs.11,000
crore, including the slippage reported by midcorporates and small and medium enterprises
at Rs.9,500 crore. “The slippages are mainly in
the areas of mid-corporate group and small
and medium enterprises,” said Arundhati
Bhattacharya, Chairperson, while addressing
a press conference.
SBI is auctioning around Rs.4,000 crore of its
Rs.67,799 crore stressed loans to asset
reconstruction companies (ARCs). SBI is not
alone; many banks are rushing to sell their bad
loans as fiscal year 2014 draws to a close. By
industry estimates, bad loans worth at least
Rs.45,000 crore are being auctioned this year,
the highest in any year since the ARCs came
into existence in the early 2000s.
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FEEDBACK
Dear Sir,
I am pleased to inform you that my salary
account in the month of December 2013
has been credited with Rs. 88,000/- due to
payment of Personal Allowance arrears from
1.11.2002.
The increase is due to the efforts made by our
Association and particularly by our Comrade
Shri. M. Mohan, Dy. General Secretary. He
told me that I am also eligible for Personal
Allowance and guided me to apply for the
allowance. Because of the good work done by
the Association and Shri. M. Mohan, DGS, I
have been sanctioned Personal Allowance by
DGM (B & O) with retrospective effect from
1.11.2002.
To show my gratitude, I am enclosing a
demand draft for Rs. 5,000/- in favour of the
Association. Kindly accept it and share my
happiness.
I salute the good work done by the Association
and Shri. M. Mohan, DGS and I wish the
Association to achieve much more.

Kumari S. Shanmathi, D/o Com. T. Sathya
Moorthy, a class XII student has won five
medals in the National and State level
tournaments held from 1.1.2014 to 12.1.2014.
Gold Medal at National level in the TT
tournament held by School Games Federation
of India, at Aurangabad from 01/01/2014 to
05/01/2014. Two gold medals in the National
level TT Tournament conducted by Sports
Authority of India and the Department of
Youth Welfare and Sports Development, Gov't
of India held at Bhopal from 07/01/2014 to
10/01/2014. Two gold medals in the State level
Table Tennis Tournament held by Department
of School Education, Government of Tamil
Nadu at Erode from 10/1/2014 to 12/1/2014.

Yours faithfully,

T Arul,
Relationship Manager (ME),
SME Branch, Ambattur, Chennai.
Dear Sir,
Please arrange to submit me, “You should
Know” Series 1 to 5 circulars circulated by our
Association. I had referred No.6 and I am
impressed that as a an Association you are
giving lot of useful materials to Officers.
With warm regards,
Satish Mehta, CAG, BKC Mumbai.
satish_mehta@sbi.co.in

SBIOA (CC) congratulates the budding player
and wishes her the very best.
Our congratulations to Com. T. Sathya
moorthy, Assistant Manager, Industrial
Finance Branch, Chennai on his election as
the Honorary Secretary of Tamil Nadu
Veterans Table Tennis Association. Under his
leadership the Tamil Nadu contingent has won
10 medals- 1 gold, 4 silver and 5 bronze in the
recently concluded 21st National Veterans
Table Tennis Championship Tournament held
at Dharamsala from 26/2/2014 to 2/3/2014.
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Wedding bells
Chi. P. Kevin Paulraj, S/o. Com. A PatricArokiaraj, T.Nagar Branch, married Sow. W.Sophia on 25.01.2014 at Chennai.
Sow. K. Lalitha, D/o. Com. S. Krishnamoothy, CM, LHO, Chennai married Sow. P.R.Hari on 02.02.2014 at Chennai.
Chi. P. Arokia Nirmal Godfrey, S/o. Com. A. Paul Antony, Manager, L&IB, Chennai married Sow. J. Sebastina Viagula Cynthia on 03.02.2014 at Chennai.
Chi. B. Dhayanandh, S/o. Com. S. Balakrishnan, Manager, Theni married Sow. P. Sujatha on 09.02.2014 at Kodaikanal Road.
Chi. A. Vignesh, S/o. Com. V. Ayyamani, Branch Manager, Periyakulam branch married Sow. B. Pavithra on 09.02.2014 at Tiruvidaimarudur, Kumbakonam.
Chi. P.Sriram S/o. R Pugalendhi, Deputy Manager, LHO, married Sow. P Aishwarya on 10.02.2014 at Chennai.
Chi. P. Arjunkumar , S/o. Com. AK Giriu, CM, LHO, Chennai married Sow. P. Jaunani on 10.02.2014 at Chennai.
Chi. Santhoshkumar, S/o. M. Jayakumar, Chief Manager, Commercial Branch Coimbatore married Sow. Angline Serena on 09.02.2014 at Coimbatore.
Sow. M. Vishnu Priya, D/o. P. Mohan, Regional Manager, AU, Coimbatore weds Chi. L.D. Jittin on 09.02.2014 at Coimbatore.
Chi. C. Patturajan, AM, SBI, Gobichettipalayam married Sow. V. Sangeetha on 12.02.2014 at Dharmapuri.
Chi. C. Balamurugan, AM(S), Harur married Sow. Sudharani on 12.02.2014 at Dharmapuri.
Sow. T. Rubiga D/o. Com. P. Thangavel, Deputy Manager, Palani Branch Married Chi. M. Vinod Kumar on 12.02.2014 at Madurai
Sow. P. Revathy Nachiyar, D/o. Com. P. Palanichamy, Manager, RASMECCC, Madurai married Chi. K. Manojkumar on 12.02.2014 at Madurai.
Sow. S. Shalini, S/o. Com. B Sampath, Manager, MCRO, LHO, Chennai married Chi. R. Sriram on 12.02.2014 at Chennai.
Chi. S. Ruban Jothi, S/o.Com. P. Sivaprakasham, Manager, SAMB, Coimbatore married Sow. C. Dayana on 13.02.2014 at Vellore.
Chi. Nirmal Prasanth, S/o. Com. A. Dhanapal, Chief Manager, Sathyamangalam ADB married Sow. U. Indra on 15.02.2014 at Coimbatore.
Chi. J. Jaiprakash, S/o. Com. T. Jayaraman, Mgr, RBO (IV) Puducherry, DRS, SBIOA(CC), Chennai Zone II married Sow. S. Priyadharshani on 17.02.2014 at Puducherry.
Sow. R. Aishwaraya, D/o Com. M.T. Ramesh, Dy. Manager, L&IB, Chennai married Chi. G.K.B. Ramkumar on 17.02.2014 at Chennai.
Sow. S. Nisha @ Nishanthi D/o. Com. L.K. Santhakumar, Asst Manager, Anna Nagar, Madurai married Chi. R.A. Dinesh Babu @ Murugan on 17.02.2014 at Chennai.
Chi. S. Raghuraghavendra, S/o. Com. S. Sundarrajan, Dy. Manager, Perambur married Sow. A. Monica (a) Anitha on 20.02.2014 at Vellore.
Sow. M. Christy, D/o. Com. K.R. Mohanraj, Chief Manager, CCPC Madurai married Chi. R. Nirmalanand on 03.03.2014 at Madurai.
Sow. K. Mahalakshmi, D/o. Com. K. Kalanjiam, CM, SBI, married Chi. S. Arun Pandiyan on 12.03.2014 at Madurai.
Chi. L. Vivekanandan, S/o. Com. T. Lingan, Chennai Main Branch married Sow. K. Amudha on 12.03.2014 at Melu, The Nilgiris.
Chi. V.V.S.S. Prasanth, S/o. Com. V. Sreenivas, AGM, LHO, Chennai married Sow. Venkata Sreelakshmi Kamakshi on 17.03.2014 at Nellore, AP.

SBIOA (CC) Wishes a very happy married life to the newly wedded couple.

RETIREMENTS
FEBRUARY 2014
S/Shri Name
P. Subramani
S. Kasipandy
V. Ranganathan
Rajni Sundararajan
T. Manoharan
S. Soundararajan
A.A. Rajasekar
M. Sebastian Raj
S. Periasamy
M. Balasubramanian

Designation

Branch

AGM
CM
DM
AM
DM
Mgr
AGM
DM
AM
AM

LHO, Chennai
LHO, Chennai
SBLC, Thousand Lights
Sriperumbudur
Vallam
RACPC OMR Chennai
RBO-2, Madurai
Tiruvadanai
Spic Nagar, Tuticorin
JKC Puram.

SBIOA(CC) wishes them a very happy & healthy retired life.
OBITUARY
Com. R. Raju, Asst. Manager, Sankari Branch expired on 25.02.2014 at Sankari.

BEREAVEMENT
Com. Lionel Benedict, Chief Manager, RASMECC Salem lost his mother on 10.02.2014 at Salem.
Com. Rajeswari, Asst. Manager, SMECCC Chennai lost her mother on 12.02.2014 at Selvapuram, Coimbatore
Com. Jaishankar, Asst. Manager, SME Pondy lost his father at Coimbatore on 20.02.2014.
Com. Joseph Rajaseelan, Dy.Manager, Nungambakkam Branch lost his wife on 23.03.2014 at Chennai.

May their souls rest in peace.
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Dear Comrades,
We celebrated the 104th International Women's Day in a
very grand manner. More than 300 lady comrades and more
than 50 male comrades gathered at the venue, which was
filled with inspirational speeches and colourful cultural
events by our own lady comrades. It is only Chennai Circle
Association which conducts Women's day celebrations
every year. The involvement of lady comrades in the
activities of the Association is gathering momentum as more
and more lady members are coming to share responsibilities.
The Women's wing supported by the Executive Committee's
Social Service Wing conducted social service activities which
is laudable. We also started the Organ Donation Campaign.
Comrades, we all should understand the difficulties the
women face due to their multiple role within the house, in
the office and in the society. Let us work towards a society
where women are given due respect and treated as equals.
Let us begin from our home and from our offices. We are
aware that many of our comrades do share responsibility
and burden within the house. Once we do it consciously we
will make changes within the house as well as the society.
The declining number of female children as per the census
2011 should be a major area of concern. We have to
consciously address this.
“To call woman the weaker sex is a libel; it is man's injustice
to woman. If by strength is meant brute strength, then,
indeed is woman less brute than man. If by strength is meant
moral power, then woman is immeasurably man's superior.
Has she not greater intuition, is she not more self-sacrificing,
has she not greater powers of endurance, has she not
greater courage? Without her, man could not be. If
nonviolence is the law of our being, the future is with
woman. Who can make a more effective appeal to the heart
than woman?" Mahatma Gandhi.
Comrades,
We are going to participate in the General Elections. Inspite
of its weaknesses our democracy is the largest and people
have proven again and again that they are able to bring
changes . We are appealing to the politicians for bringing in 5
Day Week and a respectable wage settlement. We are also
suggesting to them in what direction the banking sector
should go for the betterment of the country. Our Office
Bearers will be submitting our charter for the future of the
country to all the candidates in the fray and also to all the
political parties. We will follow it up after the elections also
so that our dreams come true. Policies are important than
the persons who lead. We require statesmen, who have a
vision for bringing in equity, equality and care for the majority
who are the backbone of this country.
The entire banking sector is facing the crisis of nonperforming assets, most of which is due to the policies of the
Govt and the mismanagement of the Corporate Sector. It is
time to sit up, review the policies and bring in changes. The
Govt should come forward to regularise the large loans given
for infrastructure development. In the US and Europe,

Governments had to intervene with huge financial support
to save the Banking System from the economic crisis.
Instead of waiting for the economic crises to explode, the
Government should intervene to safeguard the interest of
the Public Sector Banks which are the backbone of this
country.
Within our Bank, the Management should sit with both the
Federations and prepare a road map for our Bank which is
undergoing a critical period. Together we can achieve a lot.
There is a need to critically review the structure,
responsibilities and the human resource development
system. There is also a need for feedback even if it is critical.
Every one of us should give our feedback and suggestions to
our higher authorities without any fear. Our Association is
doing its best to empower our comrades through the “You
Should Know Series”, Training Programmes and regular
interactions.
We have brought out an updated version of Service
Conditions which will be reaching your hands soon. Please
read them and keep it for ready reference. We welcome
your suggestions. Please make use of our face book page,
www.facebook.com/SBIOACC for debate, discussion and
suggestions.
"The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in
moments of comfort and convenience, but where he stands
at times of challenge and controversy".
- Martin Luther King, Jr.
Comradely yours,

(D. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev)
General Secretary.
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